WSU Does Not Tolerate

- Discrimination
- Sexual Harassment
- Discriminatory Harassment
- Sexual Assault

COMPLIANCE & CIVIL RIGHTS (CCR) IS HERE TO HELP!

◊ Report concerns to CCR/Title IX Coordinator.

◊ Schedule a consultation to learn about options and resources:
  - Document your concerns
  - Discuss supportive measures - How can we help support you academically, at work, in housing, or in your extracurriculars?
  - Discuss formal process - informal resolution or investigation

◊ You can report concerns in-person, by phone, by email, by mail, or with CCR’s online form. You can also submit a formal complaint.

CONTACT US
Compliance & Civil Rights
French Administration, Room 225
509-335-8288
ccr@wsu.edu OR titleix.coordinator@wsu.edu

RESOURCES